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Abstract



For an undirected graph without self-loop, we prove: (i) that the number of closed patterns in the adjacency matrix
of
is even; (ii) that the number of the closed patterns is precisely double the number of maximal complete bipartite
subgraphs of ; (iii) that for every maximal complete bipartite subgraph, there always exists a unique and distinct pair
of closed patterns that matches the two vertex sets of the subgraph. Therefore, we can efficiently enumerate all maximal
complete bipartite subgraphs by using algorithms for mining closed patterns which have been extensively studied in the
data mining field.





1 Introduction
Interest in graphs and their applications has grown exponentially in the past two decades (Gross & Yellen, 2004; Makino
& Uno, 2004), largely due to the usefulness of graphs as models in many areas such as mathematical research, electrical
engineering, computer programming, business administration, sociology, economics, marketing, biology, and networking
and communications. In particular, many problems can be modelled with maximal complete bipartite subgraphs (see the
definition below) formed by grouping two non-overlapping subsets of vertices of a certain graph that show a kind of full
connectivity between them.



We consider two examples. Suppose there are customers in a mobile communication network. Some people have a wide
range of contact, while others have few. Which groups of customers (with a maximal number) have a full interaction with
another group of customers, a problem similar to one (Murata, 2004) studied in web mining? This situation can be modelled
by a graph where a mobile phone customer is a node and a communication is an edge. Thus, a maximal bipartite subgraph
of this graph corresponds to two groups of customers between whom there exist a full communication. Our second example
is about proteins’ interaction in a cell. There are usually thousands of proteins in a cell that interact with one another. This
situation again can be modelled by a graph, where a protein is a node and a pair of interacting proteins forms an edge. Then,
listing all maximal complete bipartite subgraphs from this graph can answer questions such as which two protein groups
have a full interaction, which is a problem studied in biology (Reiss & Schwikowski, 2004; Tong et al., 2002).
Listing all maximal complete bipartite subgraphs is studied theoretically in (Eppstein, 1994). The result is that all maximal
complete bipartite subgraphs of a graph can be enumerated in time
, where is the arboricity of the graph and
is the number of vertices of the graph. Even though the algorithm has a linear complexity, it is not practical for large
graphs due to the large constant overhead ( can easily be around 10-20 in practice) (Zaki & Ogihara, 1998). In this paper,
we study this problem from data mining perspective: We use a heuristics data mining algorithm to efficiently enumerate all
maximal complete bipartite subgraphs from a large graph. A main concept of the data mining algorithm is called closed
patterns. There are many recent algorithms and implementations devoted to the mining of closed patterns from the so-called
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transactional databases (Bastide et al., 2000; Goethals & Zaki, 2003; Grahne & Zhu, 2003; Uno et al., 2004; Pan et al.,
2003; Pasquier et al., 1999; Pei et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2003; Zaki & Hsiao, 2002). The data structures are efficient and
the mining speed is tremendously fast. Our main contribution here is the observation that the mining of closed patterns
from the adjacency matrix of a graph, termed a special transactional database, is equivalent to the problem of enumerating
all maximal complete bipartite subgraphs of this graph.



The rest of this short paper is organized as follows: Sections 2 and 3 provide basic definitions and propositions on graphs
and closed patterns. In Section 4 we prove that there is a one-to-one correspondence between closed pattern pairs and
maximal complete bipartite subgraphs for any simple graph. In Section 5, we present our experimental results on a proteins’
interaction graph. Section 6 discusses some other related work and then concludes this paper.

2 Maximal Complete Bipartite Subgraphs
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A graph
is comprised of a set of vertices
and a set of edges
. We often omit the
superscripts in
,
and other places when the context is clear. Throughout this paper, we assume is an undirected
graph without any self-loops. In other words, we assume that (i) there is no edge
and (ii) for every
,
can be replaced by
—that is,
is an unordered pair.
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A graph ; is a subgraph of a graph  if =<>%?@ and @<A%?@ . A graph  is bipartite if  can be partitioned into
two non-empty and non-intersecting subsets  B and  such that @C%D:BE(F .This bipartite graph  is usually denoted
by >&0BHG2 !" # . Note that there is no edge in  that joins two vertices within HB or  .  is complete bipartite if
:BI(2 J  .
Two vertices ,7!3 of a graph  are said to be adjacent if ,7!38@1KL —that is, there is an edge in  that connects them.
MNO-34 of a vertex 3 of a graph  is the set of all vertices in  that are adjacent to 3 —that is, MPO-34 
The
Q ,*RSneighborhood
,7!38 or -3S/,0+1?@UT . The neighborhood M5O-VW for a non-empty subset V of vertices of a graph  is the set of
common neighborhood of the vertices in V —that is, MXX-VWYDZN[]\^XMX_S .
Note that for any subset V of vertices of a graph  such that V and MPO-V` are both non-empty, it is the case that
;a-VGbMO-V`c/Vd(WM7O-VW!# is a complete bipartite subgraph of  . Note also it is possible for a vertex 3C1?
e V of
 to be adjacent to every vertex of M5OVW . In this case, the subset V can be expanded by adding the vertex 3 , while
,7!38

39!,:

maintaining the same neighborhood. Where to stop the expansion? We use the following definition of maximal complete
bipartite subgraphs.
Definition 2.1 A graph
subgraph of such that



;fg B GF  @# is a maximal complete bipartite subgraph of 
MHO B Hh and .M O YC B .

if

;

is a complete bipartite

Not all maximal complete bipartite subgraphs are equally interesting. Recall our earlier motivating example involving
the customers in a mobile communication network. We would probably not be very interested in two groups of customers
between whom there exist a full communication, if the groups both comprise a single person. In contrast, we would probably
be considerably more interested if one of the group is large, or both of the groups are large. Hence, we can introduce the
notion of density on maximal complete bipartite subgraphs.
Definition 2.2 A maximal complete bipartite subgraph
or
is at least , and the other is at least .
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of a graph



is said to be

;> B G !# 
MNO B YD
7M Ok Y D B is maximal in the sense that
;Jl9mk"B l G6@l "ln# 
 BPo @ B l  o " l such that M  k"B l YC@l

A complete bipartite subgraph
of such that
and
there is no other complete bipartite subgraph
of with
and
and
. To appreciate this notion of maximality, we prove the proposition below.

M.O l  h
  Bl

-j`/ -dense if R  B R
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;pq B G2 @# and ; l ' B l G2 l ! l # be two maximal complete bipartite subgraphs of  such
 %? l . Then ;C; l .
Proof: Suppose ;st B G* @# and ; l tk B l G* l  l # are two maximal complete bipartite subgraphs of  such
that  B %q B l and  %u l . Since  B %q B l and  %u l , we have M.X B l +%&MOk B  and M.O l +%&MOk  . Using
the definition of maximal complete bipartite subgraphs, we derive  l 'M   B l +%>M   B Eg and  B l 'M  k l @%
M7O YD B . Then AD B (2 C B l (L l h l . Thus ;J; l as desired.
vw
Proposition 2.3 Let
that
and

r  B %? B l

3 Closed Patterns of an Adjacency Matrix
The adjacency matrix of a graph is important in this study. Let
matrix defined by
matrix of is the
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be a graph with

xy Q 3zB{/3 }|~|}|!3 4T . The adjacency

-3/!3  U16@

if
otherwise

matrix and every entry on the main
Q 3ER}W 0k:   TI?M7O-3zY Q 3 IR~ Wis zasymmetric
0




 E  
 E  T .
The adjacency matrix of a graph can be interpreted into a transactional database ( H ), which is a concept used very often
in the data mining community. To define a H , we first define a transaction. Let  be a set of items. Then a transaction is
defined as a subset of  . For example, assume  to be all items in a supermarket, a transaction by a customer is the items that
the customer bought. A H is a non-empty set of transactions. Each transaction  in a   is assigned a unique identity
S-P . A pattern is defined as a non-empty set 1 of items of  . A pattern may be or may not be contained in a transaction.
Given a   and a pattern  , the number of transactions in H containing  is called the support of  , denoted ~,E8X" .
In this paper, unless mentioned otherwise, we consider only patterns that appear in a given transactional database H . In
fact, for data mining, we are often interested only in patterns that appear sufficiently frequent. That is, we consider only

patterns  satisfying ~,08X"5yj2 , for a threshold j2 . Unless mentioned otherwise, we set j2X
 in this paper.
Q
 3zB /3 }|}|~|/3 4T . If each vertex in $ is defined as an item, then the neighborhood MOO-3   of
Let  be a graph with $
3  is a transaction. Thus, Q MN3zB}/MX-3 c}|~|}|~/MO3 zT is a H . Such a special H is denoted by    . The identity of a
transaction in  
itself—that is, S-M¡O3  !5D3  . Note that  
has the same number of items
 is defined as thee vertex
M  -3   since we assume  to be an undirected graph without self-loop.
and transactions. Note also that 3  16
   can be represented as a binary square matrix. This binary matrix ¢ is defined by
¢£ kS'¤  if 3 "16MO3] 
Recall that our graphs do not have self-loop and are undirected. Thus
diagonal is 0. Also,

otherwise

3  1bM7O-3  

-3  /3  X1W"

Since
iff
adjacency matrix of ”.



, it can be seen that
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. So, “a pattern of

H 

” is equivalent to “a pattern of the

H

Closed patterns are a type of interesting patterns in a
. In the last few years, the problem of efficiently mining closed
patterns from a large
has attracted a lot of researchers in the data mining community (Bastide et al., 2000; Goethals
& Zaki, 2003; Grahne & Zhu, 2003; Uno et al., 2004; Pan et al., 2003; Pasquier et al., 1999; Pei et al., 2000; Wang et al.,
2003; Zaki & Hsiao, 2002). Let be a set of items, and be a transactional database defined on . For a pattern
, let
—that is,
are all transactions in containing the pattern . For a set of transactions
, let
—that is, the set of items which are shared by all transactions in . Using these

H
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The ¬ is usually defined as a valid pattern in the data mining community. However, in this paper, to be consistent to the definition of  ®N¯±°E² , it is
1

excluded.
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 E³ ´"H?¨: ¦ "! is called the closure of

 ³E´""Hh .
Q
We define the occurrence set of a pattern  in H as ¶ ··8P¦ "H
9PHR~)16 =!&%yTO Q S-P R)1 ¦ 8X"cT .
It is straightforward to see that 9P1y¶ ·}· I" iff g1
I" . There is a tight connection between the notions of
neighbourhood in a graph  and occurrence in the corresponding transactional database  
.
 µ

two functions, we can define the notion of closed patterns. For a pattern ,
. A pattern is said to be closed with respect to a transactional database iff





j2

¶ ··}8¸5"Y
H 
Proof: If 3)1A¶ ··]" , then 3 is adjacent to every vertex in  . Therefore, 3D1>MH-3 l  for each 3 l 1> . That is, 3)1
©¹ « \º MH-3 l YJMH"c|
If ,F16MH" , then , is adjacent to every vertex in  . So, M -,05»y . Therefore, M -,0 is a transaction of H
 containing  vw .
So, ,F1L¶ ··]" .
Proposition 3.1 Given a graph and a (non-empty) pattern that occurs at least
. Note that we do not require
to occur at least
times in
.

M7O"

¶ ··{8¸5"

j2

times in

  

. Then

There is also a nice connection between the notions of neighborhood in a graph and that of closure of patterns in the
corresponding transactional database.



j2 times in H . Then M  -M  "/Y
M7b¼ M 
j  times in    .
L
Proof: By construction, MH-M "/5?MH¶ ··]"/  © n½~¾ ªS¿ \zÀÁÁ!¾Âº ¿zJ © ª \zÃ¾Âº ¿zCy
 ¨0 ¦ "/YD³E´X" .
vw

Proposition 3.2 Given a graph and a (non-empty) pattern that occurs at least
. Thus
is a closure operation on patterns that occur at least

³E´ 8¸H"

We discuss in the next section deeper relationships between the closed patterns of
subgraphs of .



H 

and the maximal complete bipartite

4 Results

³

H 

The occurrence set of a closed pattern in
introduce below some of its key properties.

 be a graph. Let ³ B
¶ ··8¸5³ B Yh¶ ·}·8¸Hk³  .

Proposition 4.1 Let
iff

and

³

plays a key role in the maximal complete bipartite subgraphs of

be closed patterns that appear at least

¦ k³ B Y ¦ ³ 
D1 ¦  " ¦
³ B y¨0 k³ B /YJ¨0 ¦ ³ /HC³

j2

times in

  

. Then



. We

³ B h³

¶ ·}·]³ B Yh¶ ··³ 
¶ ··³ B Y h¶ ··³ 
³ B
vw

Proof: The left-to-right direction is trivial. To prove the right-to-left direction, let us suppose that
. It is
straightforward to see that
iff
. Then we get
from
. Since
and
are closed patterns of
, it follows that
, and finishes the proposition.

³

9P 6
1 ¶ ·}·]"
H 



³ a closed pattern that occurs at least jL times in H  . Then ³ and its occurrence
¶ ··{8 ¸ k³ZL³) Q T .
e ³ .
Proof: Let 3F1W¶ ·}·]³ . Then 3 Q is adjacent to every vertex in ³ . Since we assume  is a graph without self-loop, 31
T.
vw
Therefore, ¶ ··}8 ¸ ³Z6³m
Proposition 4.2 Let be a graph and
set has empty intersection. That is,

In fact this proposition holds for any pattern



, not necessarily a closed pattern

4

³

.

¦
Q MO·} R ·I12³T . be a graph. Let ³ be a closed pattern that occurs at least jL times in    . Then  ¸ ¶ ·}·8 ¸ k³/H
Q
Proof: As ³ is a closed pattern, by definition, thenQ ·"R·=1?³T are all and only items contained in every transaction of
   that contains ³ . This is equivalent
·$RÄ·W1¥³T are all and only vertices of  that are adjacent to every
Q M ·}toR4·Wthat
vertex
in
¶

·
]
·
k


³

.
This
implies
that
)
1

³
T are all and only transactions that contain ¶ ··]k³ . In other words,
¦ ¶ ··]k³/H Q MH·}5R~·I12³T .
vw

Lemma 4.3 Let

H  . Then ¶ ·}· 8¸ ³ is a
Q MH·~OR ·1*³T . So ³E´X¶ ··]k³/X¥¨: ¦ ¶ ··]k³/!X © ¦ ¶ ··³/P ©
¦
Proof: By Lemma 4.3, ¶ ··]k³/O
Á!\Å MH·}O
M ³HC¶ ··]k³ . Thus ¶ ··]k³ is a closed pattern.
vw


Proposition 4.4 Let be a graph and
closed pattern of
.

  

³

a closed pattern that occurs at least

j2

times in

The three propositions above give rise to a couple of interesting corollaries below.
Corollary 4.5 Let



be a graph. Then the number of closed patterns that appear at least once in



H 

³PB ³

H 

is even.

³UÆ
¶ ·}·]³  

Proof: Suppose there are closed patterns that appear at least once in
, denoted as , , ...,
. As per Proposi,
, ...,
are all closed patterns of
. As per Proposition 4.1,
is different from
tion 4.4,
iff
is different from . So every closed pattern can be paired with a distinct closed pattern by
in a
bijective manner. Furthermore, as per Proposition 4.2, no closed pattern is paired with itself. This is possible only when
the number is even.

¶ ··³PB} ¶ ··]³ 
¶ ·}·]³   ³ 


¶ ··]k³UÆÄ
³ 

  

vw



Corollary 4.6 Let be a graph. Then the number of closed patterns
times in
, is even.

j2

H 

¶ ·}·]§ÇÈ

³

, such that both

³

  
jL

³

and

¶ ··7 ¸ ³

appear at least

¶ ··{8 ¸ k³
¶ ··08 ¸ k³

Proof: As seen from the proof of Corollary 4.5, every closed pattern of
can be paired with
, and the
entire set of closed patterns can be partitioned into such pairs. So a pair of closed patterns and
either satisfy
or do not satisfy the condition that both and
appear at least
times in
. Therefore, the number of
closed patterns , such that both and
appear at least
times in
, is even.

³

³
¶ ·· ¸ ³
¶ ·}·z¸  ³

³

j2

³

H 

  

Note that this corollary does not imply the number of closed patterns that appear at least
counter example is given below.
Example 4.7 Consider a

H 

j2

given by the following matrix:

MHË B 
MHË 
MHË 
MHËÌÉ 
MHË Ê 
We list its closed patterns, their support, and their
support of

V

B 
0
1
1
0
0

¶ ··]/Ç 


1
0
1
1
1

0
1
1
0
0

0
1
1
0
0

counterpart patterns below:

Q    T V
Q T
Q T

Í>Q h¶ ··]-V`
Q  B  B  ÌÉzÌÉSÊ 9T Ê]T
Q  B  ÌÉ9Ê]T

close pattern
3
4
4

9É 9Ê
1
1
0
1
1

5

support of

Í
2
1
1

vw

times in

H 

is even. A

jLx
Q  tT .Î .

Q   T Q  T

Suppose we take
,
, and

Then there are only 3 closed patterns—an odd number—that occur at least

j2

times, viz.

Finally, we demonstrate our main result on the relationship with closed patterns and maximal complete bipartite subgraphs.
yields a distinct maximal
In particular, we discover that every pair of a closed pattern and its occurrence set
complete bipartite subgraph of .

³
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 be an undirected graph without self-loop. Let ³ be a closed pattern of H  . Then the graph ;Ï
k³?G£¶ ·}· 8 ¸ k³c³q(L¶ ·· 8 ¸ ³!# is a maximal complete bipartite subgraph of  .
Proof: By assumption, ³ is non-empty
and ³ has a non-zero support in H
. Therefore, ¶ ··³ is non-empty. By
Q T . Furthermore,

Proposition 4.2, ³JZ£¶ ·}·{8¸Hk³5
,
is
adjacent
to
every vertex of ³ . So, ³&(2¶ ··]³O%
ÐS3£1F¶ ··]k³ 3
@ , and every edge of ; connects a vertex of ³ and a vertex of ¶ ··]k³ . Thus, ; is a complete bipartite subgraph of  .
By Proposition 3.1, we have ¶ ··]8 ¸ ³OAMO³ . By Proposition 3.2, ³u¥MYOMXk³/ . By Proposition 3.1, we derive
³¥hM  ¶ ·}· 8 ¸ k³/ . So ; is maximal. This finishes the theorem.
vw

Theorem 4.8 Let



;Ña B Gx !# be a maximal complete
H   ¶ ··8¸  B ' and ¶ ··~8¸5 E' B .

MH B I'
MH E' B . By Proposition 3.2,
B
 is a closed pattern. By
¶ ··]k H?MHk YDSB
vw

Theorem 4.9 Let
be an undirected graph without self-loop. Let graph
bipartite subgraph of . Then,
and
are both a closed pattern of
,
is a maximal complete bipartite subgraph of , then
and
Proof: Since
. So,
is a closed pattern. Similarly, we can get
Proposition 3.1,
and
, as required.


B

;
³E´P:B}FiMHMH:B /biMH bÒ:B
¶ ··7B}HJMH:B YC



;> B GE !@#
;mk³ÓGO¶ ·}· 8¸5³³(

The above two theorems say that maximal complete bipartite subgraphs of are all in the form of
, where
and are both a closed pattern of
. Also, for every closed pattern of
, the graph
is a maximal complete bipartite subgraph of . So, there is a one-to-one correspondence between maximal
complete bipartite subgraphs and closed pattern pairs.

B 
¶ ·}·8¸Hk³/#

  

³



We can also derive a corollary linking support threshold of
.





  

  

to the density of maximal complete bipartite subgraphs of

;>³6GX¶ ··S8 ¸ ³³K(E¶ ··8 ¸ k³/# is a -j`/ ³ occurs at least j times in H  and

Corollary 4.10 Let be an undirected graph without self-loop. Then
dense maximal complete bipartite subgraph of iff is a closed pattern such that
occur at least times in
.

¶ ·}·8¸Hk³



³

  



The corollary above has the following important implication.



;A³bG"¶ ··Ì¸5k³c³h(@¶ ··8¸5³!# is a -j`/ ³ occurs at least j times in H  and

Theorem 4.11 Let be an undirected graph without self-loop. Then
dense maximal complete bipartite subgraph of iff is a closed pattern such that
.

R ³$R8Ôy



³

;ÕÖ³DGF¶ ··]8¸Hk³c³g(b¶ ··}¸5k³/# is a -j`/ -dense maximal complete bipartite subgraph of  .
³×¶ ·}·]¶ ··³/ . By definition of ¶ ··§ÇÈ , ~,7¶ ·}·]³!=iR ¶ ··]¶ ·}·]³!}R ÒR ³$R . Substitute this into
;
jW! -dense maximal complete bipartite subgraph of  iff ³ is a closed pattern such that ³
j
H  and R ³$RÄÔØ as desired.
vw

Proof: Suppose
By Theorem 4.9,
Corollary 4.10, we get is a
occurs at least times in

Theorems 4.8 and 4.9 show that algorithms for mining closed patterns can be used to extract maximal complete bipartite
subgraphs of undirected graphs without self-loop. Such data mining algorithms are usually significantly more efficient at
higher support threshold
. Thus Theorem 4.11 suggests an important optimization for mining
-dense maximal
complete bipartite subgraphs. To wit, assuming
, it suffices to mine closed patterns at support threshold
,
and then get the answer by filtering out those patterns of length less than .

jL

jW!

jd¥
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Table 1: Close patterns in a yeast protein interaction network.
support threshold
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

# of frequent close patterns
121314
117895
105854
94781
81708
66429
50506
36223
25147
17426
12402
9138

# of qualified close patterns
121314
114554
95920
80306
60038
36478
15800
3716
406
34
2
0

time in sec.
3.859
2.734
2.187
1.765
1.312
0.937
0.625
0.398
0.281
0.171
0.109
0.078

5 Experimental Results
We use an example to demonstrate the efficiency of listing all maximal complete bipartite subgraphs by using an algorithm
for mining closed patterns. The graph is a protein interaction network with proteins as vertices and interactions as edges.
As there are many physical protein interaction networks corresponding to different species, here we take the simplest and
most comprehensive yeast physical and genetic interaction network (Breitkreutz et al., 2003) as an example. This graph
consists of 4904 vertices and 17440 edges (after removing 185 self loops and 1413 redundant edges from the original
19038 interactions). Therefore, the adjacency matrix is a transactional database with 4904 items and 4904 transactions. On
average, the number of items in a transaction is 3.56. That is, the average size of the neighborhood of a protein is 3.56.
We use FPclose* (Grahne & Zhu, 2003), a state-of-the-art algorithm for mining closed pattern, for enumerating the maximal
complete bipartite subgraphs. Our machine is a PC with a CPU clock rate 3.2GHz and 2GB of memory. The results are
reported in Table 1, where the second column shows the total number of frequent close patterns whose support level is at
least the threshold number in the column one. The third column of this table shows the number of close patterns whose
cardinality and support are both at least the support threshold; all such closed patterns are termed qualified closed patterns.
Only these qualified closed patterns can be used to form maximal complete bipartite subgraphs
such that
both of
and
are at least a threshold. From the table, we can see:

Ù

R BzR

;Ö>BG @#

R R

Ù

Ù

The number of all closed patterns (corresponding to those with the support threshold of 1) is even. Moreover, the
number of qualified close patterns with cardinality no less than any support level is also even, as expected from
Corollary 4.6.
The algorithm is efficient—The algorithm takes less than 4 seconds to complete the program for all situations reported
here. This indicates that enumerating all maximal complete bipartite subgraphs from a large graph can be efficiently
solved by using algorithms for mining closed patterns.
A so-called “many-few” property (Maslov & Sneppen, 2002) of protein interactions is observed again in our experiment results. The “many-few” property says that: a protein that interacts with lots of other proteins tends not to
interact with another protein that interacts with lots of other proteins (Maslov & Sneppen, 2002). This is most clearly
seen in Table 1 at the higher support thresholds. For example, at the support threshold 11, there are 12402 protein
groups that have full interactions with at least 11 proteins. But there are only two groups that each contain at least 11
proteins and that have full mutual interaction.

7

6 Discussion and Conclusion
There are two recent research results related to our work. The problem of enumerating all maximal complete bipartite
subgraphs (called maximal bipartite cliques there) from a bipartite graph has been investigated by (Makino & Uno, 2004).
The difference is that our work is to enumerate all the subgraphs from any graphs (without self loops and undirected), but
Makino and Uno’s work is limited to enumerating from only bipartite graphs. So, our method is more general. Zaki (Zaki &
Ogihara, 1998) observed that a transactional database
can be represented by a bipartite graph , and also a relation that
closed patterns (wrongly stated as maximal patterns in (Zaki & Ogihara, 1998)) of
one-to-one correspond to maximal
complete bipartite subgraphs (called maximal bipartite clique there) of . However, our work is to convert a graph ,
including bipartite graphs, into a special transactional database
, and then to discover all closed patterns
for
enumerating all maximal complete bipartite subgraphs of . Furthermore, the occurrence set of a closed pattern of Zaki’s
work may not be a closed pattern, but that of ours is always a closed pattern.

 

  



;

H

;

  



Finally, let’s summarize the results achieved in this paper. We have studied the problem of listing all maximal complete
bipartite subgraphs from a graph. We proved that this problem is equivalent to the mining of all closed patterns from the
adjacency matrix of this graph. Experimental results on a large protein interactions’ data show that our method is efficient
and the listing is fast.
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